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PRO–CRIMPER III Hand Tool Assembly 58560–1
consists of Die Assembly 58560–2, and hand tool
frame 354940–1. The die assembly consists of an
insulation stuffer, housing support, housing guides,
die retaining pins, and mounting hardware.
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The tool features a tool frame with a stationary jaw
and handle, a moving jaw, a moving handle, and an
adjustable ratchet that ensures full crimping. The tool
frame holds a die assembly with insulation and
contact stuffers.

The die assembly features an insulation stuffer, a wire
stuffer, a housing support, housing guides, die
retaining pins, and die retaining screws which secure
the die set in the tool frame. Attached to the outside
of the frame are the housing guides. A nut is used on
the lower die retaining screw to secure the housing
guides in place.
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Figure 2
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1. Close the tool handles until the ratchet releases,
and allow the handles to open fully. Remove the
nut and both die retaining screws from the tool
jaws.

2. Place the insulation/wire stuffer assembly as
shown in Figure 2. Insert short die retaining pins
and short die retaining screw through the tool
frame, and tighten the screw.

3. Place housing support in the moving jaw of the
tool frame as shown in Figure 2. Mount right hand
housing guide using long die retaining pins, and
secure with long die retaining screw. Mount left
hand housing guide and tighten nut.

4. To disassemble, close the tool handles until the
ratchet releases, remove nut, screws, housing
guides, retaining pins, housing support, and
insulation/wire stuffer assembly.
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Before proceeding, Ensure that cable and plug are
compatible, and that cable polarity is correctly
maintained for your specific application.

Refer to Figure 1 and select cable of the specified
size and type. Strip the cable jacket to the length
indicated, taking care not to nick or cut wire
insulation. Proceed as follows:

1. Insert cable into plug until cable is fully
bottomed.

2. Hold the tool so that the back is facing you.
Squeeze the tool handles together and allow them
to open fully.

3. Insert plug assembly fully into die cavity until
plug bottoms in die cavity.

4. Squeeze handles until ratchet releases, and
remove terminated modular plug cable assembly.

5. Check the crimp height as described in Section
5, CRIMP HEIGHT INSPECTION. If necessary,
adjust the crimp height as described in Section 6,
CRIMP HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT.
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Figure 3 shows a cutaway of a typical terminated plug
and the required location of the conductors. A visual
inspection through the plastic housing of the plug
should reveal whether the conductors are within the
acceptable range.
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Inspect connector for proper crimp height using an
indicator with needle–point probes. Refer to Figure 3
for correct crimp height measurement. If necessary,
adjust the crimp height as described in Section 6,
CRIMP HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT.
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1. Remove the lockscrew from the ratchet
adjustment wheel.

2. With a screwdriver, adjust the ratchet wheel
from the opposite side of the tool.

3. Observe the ratchet adjustment wheel; if a
tighter crimp is required, rotate the adjustment
wheel COUNTERCLOCKWISE to a
higher–numbered setting. If a looser crimp is
required, rotate adjustment wheel CLOCKWISE to
a lower–numbered setting.

4. Replace the lockscrew.

5. Make a sample crimp and measure the crimp
height. If the dimension is acceptable, secure the
lockscrew. If the dimension is unacceptable,
continue to adjust the ratchet, and again measure
a sample crimp.

If correct crimp height cannot be obtained, tool and or
dies must be replaced See Section 8, PARTS
REPLACEMENT.
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Tyco Electronics recommends that operators of the
tool be made aware of, and responsible for, the
following steps of daily maintenance:

1. Remove dust, moisture, and any other
contaminants from the tool with a clean, soft brush,
or a clean, soft, lint–free cloth. Do NOT use hard or
abrasive objects that could damage the tool.

Figure 4
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2. Make certain that the retaining pins are in place
and that they are secured with retaining rings.

3. All pins, pivot points, and bearing surfaces
should be protected with a thin coat of any good
SAE 20 motor oil. Do not oil excessively.

4. When the tool is not in use, keep handles closed
to prevent objects from becoming lodged in the
crimping jaws. Store the tool in a clean, dry area.
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Regular inspection of the tool should be performed by
quality control personnel. A record of scheduled
inspections should remain with the tool or be supplied
to supervisor personnel responsible for the tool.
Inspection frequency should be based upon amount
of use, working conditions, operator training and skill,
and established company standards.
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The crimping dies should be inspected on a regular
basis to ensure that they have not become worn or
damaged. Inspect the crimp sections for flattened,
chipped, worn, or broken areas. If damage or
abnormal wear is evident, the tool must be replaced.
See Section 8, PARTS REPLACEMENT.

1. Remove all lubrication and accumulated film by
immersing the tool (handles partially closed) in a
suitable commercial degreaser that will not affect
paint or plastic material.

2. Make certain that all retaining pins are in place
and secured with retaining rings.

3. Close tool handles until ratchet releases and
then allow them to open freely. If they do not open

quickly and fully, the spring is defective and must
be replaced. See Section 8, PARTS AND
REPLACEMENT.

4. Inspect the tool frame for wear or damage,
paying particular attention to the tool jaws and
pivot points. If damage is evident, refer to Section
8, PARTS REPLACEMENT. If tool is acceptable,
lubricate and return to service.

5. Check the crimping dies occasionally to make
sure dies are not broken or chipped. If damage is
evident, refer to Section 8, PARTS
REPLACEMENT.
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Customer–replaceable parts are shown in Figure 1.
Available separately, PRO–CRIMPER III Hand Tool
Repair Kit 679221–1 includes a replacement nut and
a variety of pins, rings, screws, and springs. If the
dies are damaged or worn excessively, they must be
replaced. Order the repair kit and replaceable parts
through your Tyco Electronics representative, or call
1–800–526–5142, or send a facsimile of your
purchase order to 1–717–986–7605, or write to:

CUSTOMER SERVICE (038–035)
TYCO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 3608
HARRISBURG, PA 17105–3608
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Since the previous release of this document, the TE
logo was changed.


